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Star Wars senior tech assistant speaks in McCaffrey

I

JESSICA C. CURLEY

Staff Writer

Anthony Schafer, from Lu
cas Digital, was the first
speaker of the "Engineering
and Technology for a New
Millenium" lecture series.
Schafer is a senior technical
assistant for Lucas Digital and
helped create many of the
computer special effects in the
movie, Star Wars Episode I,The
Phantom Menace.

Schafer spoke to a crowd of
teachers, high school stu
dents, UOP faculty and stu
dents, practicing engineers
and people from the commu
nity.
The people who came to
watch how Star Wars was
made filled up UOP's McCaffery Center and by the time
everybody had gotten there it
was standing room only.
In his lecture, Schafer
talked about three main
things that helped make Star
Wars the movie that it was:

the pod race, crowd simula
tions and digital depositions.
He explained how the "pods,"
or the automobiles that
Anakin Skywalker (who later
becomes Darth Vader), Subulba and the other racers in the
famous pod racing scene of
the movie, were created.
He showed many scenes
from the actual movie and
some of the thought processes
and work that went behind
creating the pods, how they
moved and how the race was
created.
The next thing that Schafer
described was how they creat
ed the crowd simulations. The
main crowd scene that he fo
cused on was the gathering of
all the people to see the pod
race. There were huge bleach
ers created and filled with
simulated people out to watch
the big race.
He also talked about the
Gungan battle, as many have
come to call the huge battle
between the droids and the

Gungans. Schafer said,
"George (Lucas) wanted 6,000
characters in one battle
scene."
At the time he said that he
and his coworkers thought
this idea was absurd, but they
did it. In a field 6,000 charac
ters fought each other. He de
scribed the process of making
this scene as long and treach
erous: it took two months to
make.
"Light sabers are always
something that people ask
about," said Schafer. People
want to know how they are
made. He said that the light
sabers that the characters in
the movie use as swords in the
fight scenes are really just
pieces of rod.
They do a "gausian blur
and then add color" to them.
It really is a little more compli
cated than that: Schafer said
it was a seven-step process.
"Everything I showed you
tonight was just a very small
part of the actual movie. It

Anthony Schafer, a UOP graduate, gives his Star Wars lecture.

took a lot of effort and about
$400 million. We didn't know
how to do a lot of the shots in
the film at first. It was the first

time we had ever seen any
thing like it before with a lot
of them," said Schafer about
See Star Wars, page 3

Leadership workshop to be held this weekend
Award winning NCBI will lead forum to help Pacific students become better leaders
students in preparing them for
sity Management and Leader a team of in-house leaders af
ground with other groups.
the complex world of the new
Admission is free to Pacific ship Training. In Los Angeles, ter discrimination suits in two
millennium. Building compeOn Saturday, Sept. 25, the students. Lunch in included after the Rodney King inci restaurant chains.
La Ketha Walker, ASUOP tence in diversity issues is es
award-winning
National for those who use their meal dent, NCBI trained a team of
sential for the future."
community lead campus affairs commissioner
Coalition Building Institute plan, $5 for oth
What: Leadership
"This will be an excellent
ers, including po and student chair of the event,
will lead a public forum for ers. Registra
Forum
opportunity
for students to be
lice officers and hu stated, "I wanted to sponsor
Pacific students in the Presi tion is now
in
a
non-formal
learning envi
When: Saturday,
man
relations an influential consulting
dents Room, beginning at 8:30 open at the
ronment,"
said
University
Sept.
25
specialists. It has group who had an important
main desk in the
a.m.
Chaplain
Mark
Zier.
"The
also been involved message to say to us all."
The one-day conference will McCaffrey Cen
Where: Presidents
conference
should
prove
to be
Greg Lehr, assistant director
in training the Los
Lounge.
enable students to be success ter
Room (register in
a
good
time
for
student
lead
Angeles Police De of Student Activities ex
McCaffrey Center)
ful in present and future lead Seating is limit
partment in conflict plained, "We want to help ac ers to get to know each other.
ership positions. The focus ed.
Who: Open to all
and prejudice man centuate the classroom educa Everyone is invited regardless
NCBI has a
will be on welcoming diversi
students
of their present involvement,
agement as well as tional experience of Pacific's
ty and building common record of Diveror lack of involvement, in
leadership."
Sunday
Saturday
Today
Friday
The conference will be held
in the Presidents Room from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Student Life
/
r
and student organizations
Partly Cloudy
Partly Cloudy
Partly Cloudy
Sunny
LINC, ESBSA and ASUOP are
Hi: 89 Low: 54 sponsoring the conference.
Hi: 89 Low: 55
Hi: 89 Low: 59
Hi: 93 Low: 56
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Classifieds
Room for rent in Ripon
$350/ mth and utilities
(209)599-5919
Sherwood Mall Marketing
Internship 15 hrs/ week
paid flexible hrs. M-F 8-5
All majors welcome
Automobile
1988 Silver Mazda RX7
50,000 Actual miles, like
new $470)477-5122

'Match of the Millenium"
Women's Volleyball
Saturday, September 25 at 2:00 p.m.
#1 Pacific Tigers vs. #4 Long Beach State 49ers

Long Beach State is the only undefeated national champion in the his
tory of women's volleybalI...but not for long!
REVIVE SCHOOL SPIRIT!!!!

1:00 p.m.: pregame festivities on the McCaffrey grove lawn behind the
Z Building.
FREE PIZZA!!!

Get your free raffle tickets at the pre-game kickoff celebration. Prizes
will be awarded during the game. Pacific students are admitted free
with stduent ID to all Pacific Athletic Events. Prizes will be awarded to
the most spirited students and the most spirited residence communities.

College Headlines

Rm for rent:
Room w/view,
Nantucket Village condos
on lake off Hammer, bdrm
priv bath garage & all
amenities for $305 & 1 /2
tail. Call Alex w(925)6062332
Babysitter needed
for adorable twin
babies in Tracy 1 day / wk,
occassionaily more, hours
flexible $8 hour lunch in
cluded!

T
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Public Safety Report
September 9-IS

w

Thefts:
Stagg Stadium
McCaffrey Center
Anderson Hall
Spanos Center
Ritter House
Stagg Way
Main Gym
Delta Gamma
Baun Hall

Sept 9
Sept 11
Sept II
Sept 11
Sept 12
Sept 13
Sept 14
Sept 14
Sept 15

Vandalism
Townhouse Complex
Grace Covell Hall

Sept 10 Mailboxes Damaged
Sept 12 Broken Fire extinguishetjj

Burglary:
Omega Phi Alpa
Delta Gamma
Faye Spanos Concert

Sept 12 No known loss
Sept 14 Purse,.petty cash, watch
Sept 15 Violin

Miscellaneous:
Townhouse Complex
Grace Covel Hall

Wood Pallets
Two bicycles
Purse
Bicycle
Keys and Coll Phone
Parking Permit
Hats, keys & watch
Purse, petty cash
v\ atch
Bicycle

Sept 11 Two students with open
containers of alchol
Sept 12 Minor in possesion of nchij

We would like to welcome everyone back to campus. VV <;
you had a good vacation away from the academic routi no
now ready to start the new semester. The staff of the Depa r:n
of Public Safety is committed to assisting you in any way pc
Please feel free to call on us anytime.
The Public Safety Report is prepared by Associate Director
Public Safety Jem/ Houston and published each iveek in 7h
Pacificatt. Questions should be directed to Jerry Houston n\
62537

Delta College student,
male, needs room to rent.
$250/ month - 478-5325

CES

I

WANTED:
COLLEGE BUYERS!

Freed from classes, fun-lovers gather for hurricane
festivities

^

The Chronicle (Duke U.)
While Hurricane Floyd's incoming rain and wind proc uced rampant fear in many North Carolinians, the storm
provided a relaxing evening for most University students,
who took the opportunity to catch up-some on their studies
and, for many, on their drinking and socializing.
In Stonehenge and Cleland dormitories, many doors were
swung open, and the sound of TVs seeped into the halls.
We re hanging out,' explained engineering sophomore
Kathryn Klima, who was in the midst of watching "The Cut
ting Edge" with a few friends.
• "r.10 « ,
''lt- c'ass cancellation definitely affected her
night. I d be working," she said. Across the quad, in stark
contrast to the rather subdued scene at Cleland and Stone
henge, the revelry was in full swing at Alpha Tau Omega.
"We're taking this opportunity to create brotherhood be
tween fraternity [members], independents and housekeep
ers," said ATO President and Trinity junior Jason English.
"Our housekeepers told us that they have to sleep here so
we told them to have a few beers, have a good time and re
lax," English said.

Metal Frame
w/

Luton Sale
$n JA
Upgraded 6"Mattress

5-Piece Bedroom Set
Choice of 7 woodtones

199

Irom MndiPedic (or an additional
JOyear warranty prorated

Queen Size
Ultimate Pillow

349
Mattress (set)
499
FURNISHINGS BY HALLS
-1744 Pacific Ave on the Miracle Mile
11-7
2O9465-9O84 S a t 1Mon-Fri
1-7 • Sun 12-5
Sofa/Love Seat
Reg,$900

—

non-nroraleri
i 10 year warranty non-prorater!

—

CES

Expir es

€

HIGH PRICES
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Program review to decide fate
Bookstore committe to decide if store should be Univeristy run
KRISTEN HUTMACHER

Senior Staff Writer

The UOP Bookstore could
be undergoing a drastic
change. Members of a com
mittee are looking over pro
posals submitted by four dif
ferent companies to decide
the feasibility of leasing the
bookstore to one of them, or
keeping it as is.
As Rick Morat, director of
student activities and McCaf
frey Center said, "The future
of the bookstore is being de
cided."
According to Jerry Zedlitz,
assistant vice president for Fi

nance and Budgets, four
companies—Barnes and No
ble, Wallace Books, Follet and
Nebraska Book Company—
have submitted proposals in
response to a request the Uni
versity sent out.
The members of the com
mittee are Jerry Zedlitz; Rick
Morat; Craig Hawbaker,
head of the library's Refer
ence Department; Peter Mey
er, a professor of economics
in COP; Don Bryan, from the
Athletic Department; and
Trent Allen, the editor-inchief of The Pacifican.
There are two assistants to
the committee also; Karen

Belden, manager of budget
risk management, and Leona
Askew, acting director of the
bookstore.
The committee met for the
first time to discuss the pro
posals on Wednesday, Sep
tember 15, and will continue
to meet. At this time, there
are no further details.
According to Zedlitz,
"There are matters of confi
dentiality because there are
people whose lives will be af
fected."
As more information be
comes made available, The
Pacifican will report such ma
terial to the students.

McCeorae School of Law

Gay rights scholar to speak
MIKE CURRAN

Guest Writer

The 1999-2000 Distin
guished Speakers Series at
McGeorge will begin on Sep
tember 30,1999 with Profes
sor of Law William Eskridge
as the first speaker.
William Eskridge is the
John A. Garver Professor of
Jurisprudence at the Yale Law
School where he teaches civil

procedure, constitutional law
and legislation.
A prolific constitutional
law scholar, Professor Es
kridge has authored and coauthored nearly 50 articles on
federalism, the Supreme
Court and sexual orientation
and the law. An outspoken
proponent of homosexual
rights and the legality of
same-sex marriage, he has
written extensively on those

subjects. His latest book is en
titled, Gaylaw: Challenging the
Apartheid of the Closet.
Professor Eskridge's homo
sexual rights scholarship has
brought him to the forefront
of current debate on this con
troversial subject. He is much
in demand as a panelist and
speaker, with recent appear
ances at Wake Forest Univer
sity and the University of In
diana, among others.

PACK 3
"mostly because 1 like Star
Wars and I'm interested in
Continued from page 1
special effects. 1 may want to
the special effects in Star become an engineer."
This was only the first of a
Wars.
Schafer was a UOP gradu ten-part engineering lecture
ate in 1997 with a computer series. The presentations will
take place every Thursday
engineering major.
Carol Neal, a representa until November 18 in the Mc
tive from Sacramento Engi Caffrey Center Theater from
neering and Technical Re 4:15 to 5:30 p.m.
Next week's speaker has
gional Consortion attended
been changed from Doug
the event with her husband.
UOP is a partner with the Hensen from Sandia National
Consortion and Neal said, Laboratories to Ken Hughes,
a UOP faculty
"[The presentamember.
He
tion] was excel
lent. I am going "I didn't know will be speaking
[Schafer] to possi
that he was a about robotics.
There is no
bly do a statewide
graduate of
admission
conference that
will be held in Feb UOP. I thought charge, but you
can get one unit
ruary in Anaheim.
that was
of extended edu
I didn't know that
excellent."
cation credit for
he was a graduate
$150. You are reof UOP. I thought
that was excel
-Carol Neal ciuired to attend
all ten of the leclent."
^^tures and there
Others
had
comments about what they is a written assignment at the
thought of the presentation as end of the course.
For more information
well. Stephen Eakin, a fresh
man at UOP, said he came be about the series you can call
cause "I like Star Wars and I (209) 946-2424 or go to
http: / / www.uop.edu/ctlt/s
wanted to see how they did
some of it. It seemed interest oe www.uop.edu/ctlt/ soe.
ing."
There were also some local
tn-y/jiTI Km
•Jlfia I ha i j
•=T-«r
high school students at the
lecture. Anna Westcott, a
ninth grader, said she came

Star Wars
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An Evening With

MARGARET CHO
Stand-up Comedian and Actress

Saturday, October 16th, 8:00 pm
University of the Pacific, Faye Spanos Concert Hall
$6 w/ASUOP I.D or $12 for General Admission
Tickets available at the McCaffrey Center

SARAH CLASS
OP-ED EDITOR
OPINION@TIIL;PACIPIGAN.COM
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Is there a "god-complex" in the science department?
UOP is widely known on
the West Coast as having one
of the premier pharmacy
schools, as well as having one
of the best dental schools in
California. Sure, these schools
rank as some of the best there
are, but in order to get admit
ted into these schools students
have to earn top grades; par
ticularly in the general science
courses. Unfortunately, the
general biology and chem
istry courses that are required
to complete one's Bachelor of
Science tend to be known as
"weeder courses."
A "weeder course" is
defined by many as a class
that is made unusually diffi
cult for the student in order to
keep them from progressing.
A freshman entering the
University with the desire and
ambition to major in science
and apply for admission to
the dental school or the school
of pharmacy has no idea that
he or she may study hard and
still get low grades. Students

taking such biology and
chemistry courses semester
after semester can tell you that
when scores are posted for
any of the science classes as
much as 50 percent of the
class fails. In some of the high
er division chemistry courses,
such as Organic Chemistry,
there are cases in which close
to 75 percent of the class fails.
Also, there seems to be only
three or four A's per class per
test. Something is wrong here.
It's no wonder the biology
and chemistry departments
seem to fail more students at a
higher proportion than any
other department on campus.
Last semester many students
were complaining that on
Organic
Chemistry
lab
quizzes, one fifth of the total
points possible were subtract
ed from the students score.
The science department want
ed to eliminate the possibility
of students just guessing if
they weren't able to answer
the question on a multiple

choice question where there
were five answers. As a result,
there were some students that
had scores of negative five or
negative ten. At one point
when this was happening,
one chemistry professor
remarked that "even a mon
key off the street could get a
better score."
We are all here for one com
mon purpose, and that is to
get an education and prepare
ourselves for the field we
wish to join. It doesn't help
when a professor or T.A.
makes rude and uncalled for
comments by belittling a stu
dent. In fact, it's downright
insulting. Tire science depart
ment here at Pacific needs to
get over the "god complex"
and return to the mentality
that students are here to learn
and prepare themselves by
getting the best education.
Granted, Pacific has a great
reputation for academic stan
dards. But in reality, when a
dental school or school of

pharmacy reviews a student's
transcript and sees nothing
but C's and D's in their general and upper division science
courses, are they really going
to excuse those low grades
just because that student
made it through the science
department's boot camp?
The science department
needs to lighten the stress
load of the tests they give out.
There should be no excuse for
the number of failures after
every test. Perhaps there
should be an evaluation of
how these professors lecture
and teach. Maybe the reason
there is such a high number of
failures is because they aren't
getting through to the majori
ty of the class.
Something has to be done
because there might be some
future surgeon or pharmacist
out there that should be get
ting their science degree but
won't because a general sci
ence course was their down
fall.

PacMcan editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the
third floor of 1land Hall, or e-mail us at opinion@thcpacifican.com. All letteis must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Living the Prejean principle
MICHAEL KOJIS

Staff Writer
There is hardly an issue
that can polarize the Ameri
can people quite like the
death penalty. Merely men
tioning the topic can stir up
strong feelings of either dis
gust or approval.
1 his split is no more evi
dent than in our high
schools. Every year, in
speech and debate classes,
legions of students — armed
with facts, figures and scrip
tures — square off against
each other and cite either the
benefits or costs of capital
punishment. They formulate
detailed arguments about
whether or not it saves mon
ey, deters crime and estab
lishes justice.
However, after gradua
tion, these same students —
jaded by numerical and pro
cedural contentions for and
against the death penalty —
largely become apathetic to
wards it in their political
lives. Many of them become
preoccupied with other mat
ters, and drift away from the
subject entirely. Many of
them are now college stu
dents like us.
Enter Sister Helen Pre
jean, author of the acclaimed
book Dead Man Walking, and
inspiration for the wellknown film of the same
name. Sister Prejean visited
the UOP campus on Friday,

Weekly Rant

September 10, and spoke
about her vast experiences
with capital punishment to
an afternoon roundtable au
dience and to an evening lec
ture or — as she prefers —
"story telling" audience. Her
message was simple yet pro
found: the death penalty and
the violent crime it seeks to
punish are the result of a so
ciety disconnected.
Sister Prejean began her
story by admitting that she
herself was disconnected
until 1982, when she became
the pen pal and spiritual ad
visor to Patrick Sonnier — a
death row inmate and one of
the men whose traits were
used to create the fictional
character Matthew Poncelot
in the afore mentioned
movie.
According to Sister Pre
jean, "We view others as ob
jects," ancF'We define death
row inmates by the worst act
in their life. Such an ap
proach allows us to distance
ourselves from wrongdoing
and, ultimately, ourselves."
In his 1957 sermon enti
tled "Loving Your Enemies,"
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
warned against this endeav
or by declaring that, "we
must recognize that the evil
deed of the enemy-neighbor,
the thing that hurts, never
quite expresses all that he is.
An element of goodness may
be found even in our worst
enemy. Each of us has some

thing of a schizophrenic per
sonality, tragically divided
against ourselves."
This truth about human
nature is echoed by the
Lebanese
poet
Kahlil
Gibran, who, in his book The
Prophet, writes: "Oftentimes
have I heard you speak of
one who commits a wrong as
though he were not one of
you, but a stranger unto you
and an intruder upon your
world. But I say that even as
the holy and the righteous
cannot rise beyond the high
est which is in each one of
you, So the wicked and the
weak cannot fall lower than
the lowest which is in you
also."
Thus the physical and
psychological walls we erect
between "us" and "them"
serve only to isolate "us"
from "us." But, as with most
scenarios, there is a way out.
At the conclusion of her sto
ry, Sister Prejean urged lis
teners to become pen pals
with a death row inmate,
thereby making a connection
and commitment to life.
For further information
on how to become a pen pal,
one can contact the ACLU of
Northern California 415-6212493, lACLUNC@aol.com),
and Amnesty International
or one can visit the following
websites:
http: / / members.tripod.com
/-project damocles and
www.pennpals.org.

THE P A C I F I C - A

Question of the week
Compiled by Lauren Vang
What's your opinion of the science
department at UOP?
"It's a rigorous
department that
requires a lot of time
and has a variety of
resources students
have to find."
-Marie Kalamantis
Sophomore
"It's good that the
department is
competitive, but UOP
might scare off
prospective students,
because the courses are
so intense."

"It's one of the best
classroom
atmospheres here,
because students can
work one on one with
their professors."
-Raul Reveles
Senior

"The department
provides a good
education, as far as
I'm concerned."

L.A.P.D. admits to a frame up
SCOTT SWITZER

Metro Editor
Twenty-two year old Javier
Francisco Ovando was to be
released from prison last week
after a member of the L.A.P.D.
admitted to placing a sawed
off shotgun near him after a
shooting incident.
Rafael Perez and Nino Durden shot Ovando in late 1996,
and then placed a sawed-off
shotgun in his position. The
two officers had dragged
Ovando in handcuffs from his
apartment in a drug raid, and
then taken him to another

apartment. There Perez lifted a good reputation, but it just
Ovando up and shot him in seems to be going farther and
the head. Ovando has been farther down the sewers. It
paralyzed since the shooting, seems to be a common theme
and served three years of a 23 nowadays that cops think
year sentence for assaulting a they are above the law, and
police officer.
much of the time they are.
The very fact that this could
It is not right that even
go on and no one raised an when these rejects are caught,
eyebrow for three years is they plea bargain, or are given
sickening. Not only should light sentences, because we
these officers be thrown in wouldn't want to endanger
prison, it should be widely their health by putting them
publicized that they are cops. with real criminals. What
These men are scum, maybe about the endangcrment of
they should bunk with some citizens that these "cops" are
of the people they put in there. causing with their own crimi
The L.A.P.D. has never had nal acts?

-Nhung Dinh
Sophomore

-Michael Barnett
Junior

"Classes are difficult,
but it all depends on
how much time
students putin."
-Marcus Kai
Junior
Due to a production error, the question of the week in
the last issue was improperly stated. It should have
read: What is your opinion of the roads on campus?
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Evolution uncertian Noise pollution needs to hush
I am writting in response
to the article "Evolution is be
ing Naturally Selected By
Some." Not a soul in Kansas
is demanding that biblical
views be taught next to em
bryology. Rather, what has
happened is the state's man
date that the theory of
macroevolution be taught as
a part of compulsory educa
tion has been taken away.
The truth concerning this
matter is that the Constitu
tion does not empower any
federal bureaucracy to teach
our nation's children. That
power has been rendered
unto the state by the will of
the people, and the will of the
people must therefore be the
driving force within educa
tion. The manner in which
macroevolution has been co
erced into the classroom
must come into question.
Why can a board, which is
protected from voters, be al
lowed to determine schools'
curriculum when what ends
up being taught is unproven
and false in many people's
eyes? The Kansas legislature
has allowed the people of its
state to decide whether such
a topic should be introduced
to the minds of the youth.
This is a choice that every
school board should be al
lowed to make. Never in a

democracy should a select
few make decisions about
whether or not to present a
topic as fact without the con
sent of the citizens when the
topic is inconclusive and con
troversial. What the Kansas
legislature has done should
be praised, for it has allowed
its citizens to decide for
themselves, without the
watchful eye of an omnipo
tent government, whether
their children should learn a
certain theory that happens
to have as many holes and
discrepancies as evidence.
This decision has been seen
as archaic by the author, yet I
pause to wonder whether the
term archaic is more appro
priately applied to the free
dom for parents to decide
what their own children
should be taught, or to the
idea of relinquishing the keys
of knowledge to an elite
group without the chance for
the citizen's approval. The
temple of freedom was built
upon the blood of millions
who cried to God in times of
need.
Never should a protected
few dismantle a pillar of that
temple by choosing a founda
tion for education which can
be proven as false as it can be
proven true.
- Daniel Ainslie

IGUARANTYBANKI

CHELSEA SIME

Staff writer

It's six o'clock on a Wednes
day morning. I stumble into
the dark hallway to find that 1
am the first one up on the
floor. In an attempt to let my
roommate sleep, I sneak
around the room looking for
my toothbrush, and what do I
hear? An obnoxious car alarm.
Who sets car alarms off at six
o'clock in the morning? The
noise pollution problem over
in our neck of the campus has
gotten out of control, and
much of it does not have to do
with rambunctious students.
Am I the only one that
wakes up to a variety of city
sounds in our residential sub
urbia every night? First I hear
car alarms every two to three
minutes. Living towards the
south side of the Quad, I am
closest to all the larger parking
lots. It doesn't matter if it's
four in the afternoon or four in
the morning; I hear car
alarms.
I can now name the car just
by hearing the "beep, beep,

bip" of its alarm system. It's
noon and I've heard five to
day.
Yet that's not the only noise
those cars contribute to my
"learning environment." I live
by a stop sign, which means
every time one of those guys
drives by in his convertible
blaring Puff Daddy, I hear it. If
I can hear the lyrics clearly
from three stories up, what
does that sound like from the
driver's seat?
Music, music, music... I
love music, but I love my mu
sic. Being subjected to Guns
'N Roses should be a matter of
playing it yourself, not feeling
it vibrate through your
linoleum.
If it's midnight and you're
reading your psychology text
book for the fourth time and
you still don't understand it,
the last thing you need is Axl
Rose's screeching voice com
ing through your floor at 190
decibels.
Okay, so maybe I have not
fully adjusted from my small
town living to the metropolis
of Stockton, but I don't believe

I am the only one who thinks
that garbage pick up should
maybe be moved to, say, a
Sunday afternoon. Why are
those dumpsters emptied out
side my window at six on
Monday mornings? Maybe
it's a Wednesday morning, or
even a Friday, but the trucks
themselves are a disturbance
to our already abnormal
sleeping patterns.
All I ask is this: please be
courteous! If you have a car
with an internal security sys
tem, please disarm it as soon
as possible.
If you drive your car by res
idence halls late at night or
early in the morning, please
remember that there are peo
ple living there who do need
to get a very little bit of sleep
each night, and don't blast
your radio.
And please, if you live be
low me, turn down your mu
sic during normal study
hours! Above all, to everyone
living in the dorms in general,
have fun but be courteous to
your fellow UOP students. It
will be greatly appreciated.

IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
To BE A LEADER IN OUR COMPANY,
THIS COULD BE YOUR OFFICE.

T e m p l e - I n l a n d F i n a n c i a l S e r v i c e s C om pa ny

G u a r a n t y B a n k , t h e c o r n e r s t o n e of T e m p l e - I n l a n d
Financial Services, is currently experiencing an
exciting period of g r o w t h .
If y o u a r e a f i n a n c e o r a c c o u n t i n g m a j o r
c o n s i d e r i n g a c a r e e r in c o m m e r c i a l l e n d i n g w e
invite you to explore the exceptional career
opportunities a t G u a r a n t y ' s co rpo ra te h e a d q u a r t e r s
in D a l l a s , T e x a s .
R e g i s t e r with t h e U O P Office of C a r e e r S e r v i c e s for
on-campus Interviews on Monday, October 4.

MEMBER

FDIC
tiqual
Opportunity

For information about
career opportunities
wan GuarantySank
please contact us at;

© 1999 Guaranty Federal Bank, F.S.B.

GuarantyBank
8333 Douglas Avenue
Suite ?(3G
Dallas, TX 7522S
800/999-1726 ext. 1929
214/360-1678 FAX
E-mail: coHegerecruiting
#gfbank.eom
http://www. gfbanic.com
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Athletes are required to attend study hell, er..ha II
Dnur. PnufBTmu
DOUG
ROBERTSON

Ar U-.,.
J.
I_.
At
the meeting cfor study
hall the lady told us that if the
thing you're working on
I am writing this in the doesn't print immediately not
comfort of my dorm room on to worry; there are a lot of
a laptop computer that my computers attached to only
rich (compared to me) aunt one printer and it could take
and uncle gave me for high some time. She then empha
school graduation. My clut sized that we not send our
tered desk holds all the stuff 1 stuff over and over, because it
could possibly need for would only clog and overload
school; for instance a dictio the system. Well, my essay
nary for spelling doubts. I was not printing, and the hall
know it's all in there, but the was sparsely populated at the
desk just seems to eat whatev time. But stillI settled down
er 1need just beforeIhave to to wait. There was other stuff
have it, like the diskIhave to I could do like check my esave this on. Being a freshman mail and surf the net. Plus,I
who is also on the school still had an hour.
swim team, I have been as
Five minutes later my essay
signed a number of mandato still wasn't a reality, just a
ry hours in study hall.I was bunch of electrons on a screen.
told I have to spend at least I, thinking that something
five hours a week sitting in was wrong, got up and polite
there doing work thatIwould ly asked the nice student be
be perfectly comfortable do hind the desk if the printer
ing in the warm, friendly sur was on. She checked and said
roundings of my little room.
it was. "Well," 1 said, "Do you
But I'm in my room right know how long before the
now, even with all those hours thing I sent should print?"
to burn. What amI doing in She assured me that it would
my room? Wouldn't it make n't be too long.I could wait
more sense to go into study for a few more minutes. After
hall and write this anti-study all,Ihad four more hours left
hall article whileI get rid of in here. So I waited some
mandatory hours? Yes, it more.
would, andIwould definitely
After another five minutes,
be in there if I thought it Ibecame slightly irritated and
would help.
a bit concerned, so again I
I went into study hall last asked for help. She checked
week because I had time to the paper tray to be sure there
burn and 1 had to write an es was paper in the printer,
say that was due in two hours. which there was, and then
Hey, don't look at me like said that she would ask some
you've never done that. SoI one to make sure it was work
go into this sterile environ ing. "Thanks,"Ireplied.
ment that is totally conducive
I felt much better until she
to studying, and Istart writ returned looking depressed
ing. I finished that essay in and frustrated. She said that
plenty of time, had it spell the guy was currently trying
checked
and
grammar to fix the printer and that he
checked and virus checked had been at it for awhile. My
and then checked it all again worries returned two-fold,
for good measure. Then I but then I remembered the
printed this completed work printer in my room. 1 was
of art, expecting it to emerge saved if 1 could just save my
from the printer.
essay onto a disk. Luckily I

Staff Writer

Any Questions or Comments?
Contact the Opinion Editor at
opinion@thepacifican.com

i_ _ J

______

had one on me.
I begin to place the disk
into the proper drive when 1
feel her stilling hand on my
shoulder. "Don't," she says,
"It won't work and the disk
will get stuck." Thinking
quickly,Iask my savior if the
computers are networked and
ifIcould send it to a comput
er with a working disk drive.
But once again my hopes
were crushed. Now I know
how the drowning victim
feels when the lifeguard's arm
isn't quite strong enough to
throw the lifesaver all the way
to him. SoIbegin to sink.
The there is a glimmer of
hope. The computers are on
the Internet, too. A new,
stronger lifeguard arrives on
the scene. I can copy this and
e-mail to myself then pick it
up in the library and, for a
small fee, print it! The life
guard's throw is right on tar
get, and I'm swiftly pulled to
shore.
Then plan worked andIgot
an "A" on the paper. But why
go through all of that whenI
could have just typed it up in
my room and avoided the
heart-stopping hassle? Unfor

. , .

.

........

Community Wide Web
of Stockton

c

n. w ] "V I

tunately I am forced to spend like detention. ^tu
V
time in study hall; that nice, should be an option^ cr tho,,
and a place associate Wif
clean, occasionally so loud
you can't really concentrate little to no pressure le^rninj
place that stinks of the grade But instead it's forcecT onc
school punishment otherwise and, as any child psycholoj:,
known as detention. The major will tell you,
noise isn't too bad, becauseI pie are forced to do so1
thing they will r e s i s t
listen to my tunes kind of
loud whenI read. My music make it as unpleasant a:
only sounds really good loud sible for the forcer and
anyway, much to the dismay ly, themselves. One cars
fail with
mandatory
^
of my
» roommate.
vvimiiMiv, But
L » U I una
this u
is uui
nun limiivim
mandatory;Ihave to be there hall. You're just studyinga
orIget in trouble. Seriously, wasting time in a d if fen
what canIdo when the print- place.
er doesn't work and I can't
WhenIhave nothing toe
save anything?
in there, three hours is a real
Ican read, easily done both long time. It may and p>rob
in the dorm and in study hall, bly will come in handy son
though the dorm is much time during the semester,bi
more comfortable, andIcan Iwould like to have the cJaoi
check my e-mail. My little lap
of going in there without ft
top has some problem con
of punishment if Ichoose n
cerning the Internet that even to and to study in my roor
has the resident computer Now, if you'll excuse me,
guy scratching his head, but have to go check my e-rr;
it will print whenItell it.
and read a book.
I appreciate the University
trying to help us student-ath
Have an
letes get by and keep our
opinion? Tell
grades up by giving us a place
Sarah at
to get away and work. But do
they need to make us go
The Pacifican
there? That really makes it feel

STUDENT 1
125 Hours

8026
8 Lorraine Ave. #218
Stockton, CA 95210
209.473.5950

• Addl Hours - $ 50 per hour

H O I. I D A V
C I N E M A
6262 West lane

955 - 56£
Bargain Matinees in ( )
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office U

Double Jeopardy

R

~!: No Passes **

Daily: (2:10,2:40,4:40,5:10)
7:10,7:50,9:45, 10:15
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I 1:40, I 2:1 O)

1 Mailbox

• Addl Mailboxes - $5.00

5 MB Hard Drive Space

Mumford - R

• Addl Space - $1 per MB/month.

W:

No Passes **

Daily: (2:20,4:50) 7:25,9:55
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I 1:50)

Standard Features

• CD Rom
• Account Booklet
• Free Technical Support

One Man's Hero - R
No Passes **

CWWS.NET )

Daily: (1:45,4:25) 7:05,9:40
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:15)

ilue Streak - R

a

PACIFIC AVE BOWL
Faciik* A«fs« Sowf

5939 Pacific Ave.

EVERY FRIPAY NIGHT
FROM 10PM TO 1AM
*1100 PER PERSON
477-0267

No Passes

Daily: (2:15,2:45.4:45,5:15)
7:15,7:45,9:50, 10:10
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:45,12:15)

Stigmata - R
Daily: (2:35, 5:05) 7:40, 10:05
Early Show Fri-Mon(l2:05)

Runaway Bride - PG
Daily: (1:50,4:30) 7:20. 10:00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:20)
Friday -Thursday 9/10- 9/16

ME T R O—sj
T H E

P A C I F I C A N

MUTRO@THEPACII lCAN.C:OM

Teeter-Totter helps children

Archania's annual Teeter-Totter finds Archites at there best teeter-tottering for charity.
Totter event, Aaron Gonzales be moved to the Raymond
TAMMY GONZALES
said, "Clothes are something Great Hall. The maximum
Staff Writer
the kids really need and amount of people Raymond
Great can hold is 250 and
Many students at UOP saw
Gonzales said it was packed.
Totals have not
the giant teeter-totter in
This was especially notice
Archania's front yard over
been turned in
able on the first night when
tabor Day weekend, but
the heater had been left on
most didn't know the whole from the bookstore,
without Archania's knowl
it doesn't look
story behind the teeter-totter.
edge.
Besides being a fun party,
like Archania will
Archania usually holds
Archania is the second largest
make their
this event at their house, but
donator, following only Alex
due to the alcohol policy re
Spanos, to the Mary Gra
usual $5,000
cently enacted this is no
ham's Children Center. This
center is one location in couldn't have a lot of before, longer an option. Tickets for
which social services places with our donation the center this event were sold the week
kids when they are removed can now buy more clothes for before for $17 if paying cash
the kids." Unfortunately, this and $19 if paying with book
from their homes.
Usually, Archania donates year Gonzales doesn't think store credit.
Totals have not been
$5,000 to the shelter, which is the donation will be as large,
used for clothes for the chil partially due to restrictions turned in from the bookstore,
See Teeter-Totter, page 11
dren. Co-chair of theTeeter- on attendance since it had to

Attention: The results are in.
What department on campus do you feel is the most difficult?"
"Science because I have a biology
class right now and it's really hard."
-Nick Chow, Junior
"Engineering because they have a
lot to do and they have to do it in five
years. I'm an English major and it just
seems like they have to take a lot of
science courses."
-Anne Michael, Junior
"Math because you're always learn
ing new stuff."
-Chris Bui, Freshman

Study abroad watch

Students have
chances to travel

Studyabroad.com
an mlandon@studyabroad.com
Pacific Challenge, an ad
nounces the launching of the
fifth annual Studyabroad.com venture study program to
sweepstakes to begin Septem Australia and New Zealand,
ber 10 and rim until December is now accepting applications
10,1999. Studyabroad.com, for the winter 2000 term.
"This specially designed
Cultural Experiences Abroad,
adventure
travel program in
and Airfare Hotline are
bleased to present a four week troduces students to New
Summer Study program in Zealand's and Australia's
Paris, France at the Universi unique history, culture and
ty of Paris (Sorbonne) as the environment," said David
Wright, Ph.D., program direc
grand prize.
The Grand Prize Trip in tor and founder of the very
cludes 12-15 hours/week of successful 12-year-old study
French Language Instruction, program.
Enrollment is limited. Stu
housing in the heart of Paris
and daily breakfast and excur dents will leave from Los An
sions. Also included is round- geles in early January and will
trip airfare from the Continen spend two months in New
tal United States toParis and a Zealand and Australia im
two-week Eurail Pass, which mersed in an adventure of a
can be used before or after the lifetime.
"For example, we will staystudy program.
The grand-prize winner in a Maori village, camp on
and other winners will be ran the banks of mountain
domly selected. They will be streams, visit with locals, raft
announced December 15, rivers, scuba dive, surf, moun
1999. Students can enter to tain bike, rock climb, back
win on-line and learn more pack and much more," Wright
about the sweepstakes by go said.
"Students will experience
ing to http: / / www.studyfirsthand
all they have heard
abroad.com starting on Sep
concerning
these two great
tember 10.
Studyabroad.com is a com countries. The seasons are re
prehensive and informative versed so students can expect
on-line directory, making it lots of summer sunshine
easier for students to expand while escaping North Ameri
their cultural horizons. ca's harsh winter climate."
Students can earn up to 16
Studyabroad.com has an ex
quarter,
or12 semester, upper
tensive, categorized database
division
college credits. A1
of study abroad programs that
credits
must
be arranged
can be accessed by students
through
Pacific
Challenge in
free of charge. "We are con
conjunction
with
the appli
stantly growing and expand
ing," Landon said, "Our goal cant's school.
The $5,250 travel program
is to give students an easy way
of finding programs that will fee covers most expenses in
enhance theirlearning and en eluding round trip airfare
from Los Angeles, coach and
rich their lives."
For more information on bus travel, food (except lunch
the
sweepstakes
or es), lectures, most activities,
Studyabroad.com's services in and lodging. Spending money
general, please contact Mark and tuition fees are the re
Landon: (610) 364-0400 or snonsibilitv of the student

METRO.
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Folkdancing is a longstanding tradition at

Michael Humbling and Debbie Campbell of Utah dancing
BARBARA BRUXVOORT

Guest Writer

For the past 52 years, dur
ing the last week of July and
the first week of August,
UOP has been host to the
Stockton Folk Dance Camp.
What began as a way for the

University to fill in the time
between music camp and the
start of the semester has be
come an internationally
known event for dancers.
Stockton, as it is affectionate
ly called, is a place where for
one or (for the dedicated)
two weeks, a dancer can

leave the world behind and it's a wonderful way to
enter an international village recharge your batteries," she
of dancing and fun. Opportu said.
nities to learn dances from all
The 1999 teachers hail
over the world abound-danc- from all corners of the globe,
ing is from 8 in the morning, and the dancing styles fea
to sometimes 2 a.m. the next tured this year are Swing,
day.
Balkan, Turkish, Israeli, Ap
For about one fourth of the palachian Clogging, Square
attendees, this was their first Dancing, English Country
year at camp. Once a dancer Dance, and Finnish. Students
gets a taste, however, they're come not only from Northern
never the same. Dancer and California, but also places
camp committee member such as Brazil, Japan and
Bobi Ashley has
Lebanon.
been to camp for
Dance teacher
The 1999
more than 15
Steve Kotansky,
years.
"You
teachers hail who has taught
come the first
mainly Balkan
time for the from all corners dances this year,
dancing and the
of the globe
said "One of the
quality of the
things I really
teachers,
but
enjoy about this
what brings you back is the dance camp is that I always
friends you make. The camp get new insight into the way
is like an international village to teach dance material be
that convenes once a year. cause of the sophistication of
People are welcoming, and the dancers here.

Volunteer Opportunities

Student volunteer's needed

The Pacifican

It's that time again! KUOP is
in need of volunteers for our
upcoming membership cam
paign which will be held
Wednesday, Sept. 22 through
Sunday. Sept. 26 at the radio
station's offices on the UOP
campus. We are recruiting vol
unteers from the business and
nonprofit communities to take
calls. Could you help us by pro
moting our request between
now and September 22?
Membership campaigns are
an essential component in help
ing KUOP advance its public
service mission. Statistics show
that the largest percentage of
operating funds comes from individual donations. We need
your help to make it run
smoothly and hope you will be
able to participate.
Volunteers are instructed
how to accept listener contribu
tions via telephone at KUOP
offices during our on-air fundraising campaigns, as well as
assist contribution listeners in
choosing a giving option and
payment plan. Volunteers are
currently needed in three-hour

shifts beginning at 6:30 a.m.
and continuing to 9:00 p.m.
Sept. 22 - 26. from 8 a.m. to 9
p.m. on Saturday, and Sunday
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. KUOP
membership campaign history
suggests the busiest pledge
times occur weekday mornings
between 6:30 and 9:00 a.m., and
Saturday and Sunday morn
ings between 8:00 a.m. and
noon. Names of volunteering
individuals, businesses and or
ganizations are mentioned re
peatedly on the air. Wecould re
ally use your help, and who
knows, you may even have
some fun!
KUOP's mission is to build
community through informa
tion, understanding, and
shared experience. KUOP has
always supported local arts,
cultural, human service and ed
ucational activities. We will
continue todo so. KUOP broad
casts NPR news, interviews
and commentary during week
days, with exciting American
roots music and contemporary
entertainment shows every
evening and all weekend. We
think it's a winning combina
tion.

KUOP NPR @ 91.3 is mem
ber-supported public radioser
vice. The station provides 24hour
broadcasting
to
potentially one million listeners
in northern San Joaquin Valley
and the Mother Lode. Studios
and business offices are on the
University of the Pacific cam
pus in Hand Hall. Please give
me a call if you have any ques
tions regarding this request or if
a group from your business or
organization would like to vol
unteer during our summer
pledge drive. Contact KUOP at
946-2461.
Meals On Wheels, available
to seniors residing in San
Joaquin County, has 50 imme
diate openings. Senior Day
Care has 25 immediate open
ings.
Meals On Wheels serves
frail, homebond seniors who
cannot prepare hot nutritious
meals for themselves. Day Care
optimizes independence and
provides respite for caregivers.
If you know someone who can
benefit from one of these pro
grams please contact Maria
Ramos at the Senior Service
Agency at (209) 466-9524.

Folk dance camp d irec,«
Bruce Mitchell said,
er, "It's not necessary to be4
expert dancer to coi"*ne t
camp. Because there are sue
a wide range of classes, tl)
student can choose the levf
of dances that are apprc:iPri
ate for them."
For example, a begin rrin
dancer has opportun i t i es t
take one class twice in a da
because each session isol
fered twice. There are sis
workshops for dance tech
nique and to present ea sie
dances.
Next year's Folk Dare
Camp is taking place here#
campus the last week of J vl
and the first week of August
Some of the dances that wil
be presented are Croatian
Japanese, Bulgarian, CZzecl
and Squares. There will alsi
be live music. For more in for
mation, see the website a
www.folkdance.com.
44 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny's"

Check The Pacifican
online at

Galjfor/iia

Drive Thru Espresso

C • A
From the Ranch to LJs
Stockton's favorite Hamburger

www.thepacifican.com

>AN FEUP?

All Natural Beef and Pork.
We use 100% ground fresh chuck.
The livestock is fed ttie purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics

GRILL

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

• Whole Rotisserie Chicken
w/Beans, Rke, Salsa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
• Black Beans
• Carne Asada (grilled steak)
• Carnilas (roast pork)
All Natural Beef, Chicken and Pork.
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics.

We use only 100% canola oil, not
hydrogenated. 50% lower in saturated fat
than soybean oil. peanut, or olive oil.

Catering Now Available!

Marinated Carved from the R<: >ne

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted Breast of
Turkey Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Always fresh
Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Fish Sandwich
on Sourdough Bun

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters and Chips
Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Garlic Mashed Potatoes

Salads

PHONE ORDERS

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Real Ice Cream Milkshakes

4601 Pacific Ave.

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

952-6261

(one block south of March Lane)

"STOCKTON'S BESTFAST FOOD CAFE

ATM, VISA. Discover & Mastercard

EMBER
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ultural event celebrates Mexico's independence
SCOTT SWITZER

Metro Editor
Last Thursday in the Mc
Caffrey Center, there was a
celebration held with singing
and dancing in traditional
cultural style to celebrate the
16th of September, which is
Mexico's Independence Day.
Five dancers performed
for the crowd. There were
two instructors, Lori Becerra

ilia Cortez entertains the crowd with her vocal talent

A B X A E O T K A M N O n O P I
Delta Gamma

Get ready, Anchor
plash will be here before
ou know it. The fun takes
lace the first Saturday in
)ctober at the pool. Don't
e left high and dry.
ome out and enjoy the
ompetition. Don't be the
nly one without a towel,
lome by the McCaffery
'enter this week to get
aore information about
re event.
Kappa Alpha Theta

A lot has been going on
t the Theta house since
he school year began,
irst, the ladies of Kappa
Upha Theta would like to
rank the men of Archania
or their help with the
conderful barbecue we
ad a couple of weeks
go.
The weekend of the
Oth, our house revived its
radition of going away on
house retreat. We took a
hort trip to the Marin
Teadland's
Institute,
vhere everyone had a

great time bonding and
learning more about our
house through group
workshops and fun activi
ties along the beach.
On the social side, the
ladies of Kappa Alpha
Theta would like to thank
everyone who came out to
our luau last week. It was
great to see new faces and
keep in touch with old
friends. Finally, congratu
lations to Pi Kappa Al
pha's newest Dream Girl!!
Way to go!! We are all so
excited and proud to have
such a great girl in our
house!
Alpha Phi Omega

The membei-s of Alpha
Phi Omega would like to
recognize our awesome
Pledge Master for orga
nizing a successful Rush.
We would like to welcome
the newly pinned pledges
into the fraternity. We
have selected you because
of the enthusiasm and in
terest that you have por
trayed in our fraternity.

Greek Life
We believe that as you go
through pledging, the
spirit of service and gen
erosity will guide you in
doing what is best for hu
manity. Thanks to all the
members who attended
the CPPC last Saturday. If
anyone is interested in
helping out with commu
nity service, please talk to
any of our members.

Alpha Kappa Phi

The men of Alpha Kappa
The men of Alpha Kap Phi - Archania would like to
pa Lambda would like to thank all the women who
welcome and congratulate participated in open house
the new pledges. Thanks and wine and cheese. We had
for all those who came to a great time meeting all of
the house to watch the you ladies and finding out
fight last Saturday. We more about you. We hope
would like to thank that you also enjoyed your
Swerve for playing at our time with us and getting to
house and for all those T Z A r E $ r K A M
who came out for support.
We are looking forward to Z
a fun-filled semester, so A
keep your eyes and ears B
open for upcoming events n
that we may have.
Alpha Kappa Lambda

inued from page 9

doesn't look like Archawill make their usual
0. With the purchase of a
t you received a T-shirt,
P name on the list, a key
n, a glass cup and
S>ons.
any businesses also help
lionating to the event.
I zales said, "It is not just
litudents who help, but a
Bf businesses help by do

nating." Mary Graham's
Children Center is a local
center in Stockton. Gonzales
isn't sure that Archania will
maintain their position as
second largest donor, but the
amount they do donate will
still be extremely helpful.
Since this event donates to
a great cause I encourage
everyone to attend next year.
It's good to see fun for all the
students at UOP resulting in
help for someone else who
needs it.

H A R R V ' S
PIZZA CAFE

$9.99 1 TOPPING
'p'lu* tax; combination S2.CC extra

1852 Country Club Blvd
465-4877
405 E. Charter Way 943-2551
2532 E. Main Street 465-5464

was very small, although ac
cording to Angelica Nunez,
Acting Co-Chair of Mexicano
Estudiantil Chicano Associa
tion "I expected this, because
I have been at UOP a long
time."
She adds "I would love to
see more people here." It is
with this lack of interest that
MEChA is now targeting a
high school audience more so
than in the past.

F Z A B X A E O r K A M N O n G P

thank everyone who partici
pated in flag football with us
last Friday. It was a blast.
Also a big thanks to everyone
who participated in the
sorority challenge. We had a
great time and hope you all
did as well. We also want to
tell all of our new sisters that
they are the best! We love all
of you girls!

0
P
Alpha Phi
Alpha phi would like to Z
Y
Q
H T Z A B X T
Z A T E $ r K A M N O I 1 0 P I T

terTotter_

and Susy Becerra, along with
three young performers;
Janet Rivas, Andrea Rivas
and Maita Rivas. Also fea
tured was singer Corrina
Cortez.
The group performed very
well, and the people that
were in the crowd really got
into the music and dance. The
entire audience was clapping
in rythm with the singing of
Cortez at one point.
The crowd for the event

z

A

know more about Archania B
and the history that lives
within the house. We hope n
you enjoyed the open house 0
and getting to see the inside P
~
of the Bell Room. We are also E
excited about all the women T
who are coming to Preference
Barbecue. Can't wait to see Y
Q
you there.
We also want to thank all
the people that came over for A
the fight on Saturday night.
Z
Have a great week!

A
Z

Submissions for Greek
Life should be dropped off *P
to Byron inThe Pacifican of- £
fice located on the 3rd floor
A
of Hand Hall.
The deadline is Friday by
noon.

E
T

N O n O P E T Y Q

WARNING! "If You Ride A Harley,
You're A Primary Target
For Sky Rocketing Repair Costs!

FREE Report

Reveals How To Protect Your Hard
Earned Cash From Being Hit By
Outrageous Shop CostsSave Thousands Of Dollars!"
Discover the shockingly sim
ple truth to maintaining and
repairing your own Harley!
You'll be able to stop falling
victim to the repair shops, high
fees and never lose valuable
riding time again as your bike
gathers dust sitting around
waiting to be repaired! Let this
practical report show how

anyone, even someone that's
all thumbs, can quickly, easily,
and cheaply work on and
maintain their own Harley!
Call this toll Free number
1-888-639-0834, 24 hours for
a FREE Recorded Message
NOW to get a copy of this
amazing FREE report with
secrets never before revealed!

METRO.
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Financial responsibility important for student
THE PACIFICAN

It's that time of year again,
when the campus is buzzing
with the arrival of freshmen
and returning upperclassmen.
For most of these students, being on campus means a life
away from parents and a new
found sense of independence.
But along with that free
dom comes an increased need
to be responsible - and on no
other issue is this more critical
than on managing your fi
nances.
According to a survey by
The Student Monitor, more
than 64% of college students
carry a cred it card in their own

name and 78% have a check
ing account with an ATM
card. Additionally, the aver
age student will graduate ow
ing more than $17,000 in stu
dent loans. Finances are most
likely playing more of a role in
your life than you might
think.
"We understand that stu
dents have a lot on their
minds and personal financial
management is probably not
at the top of their list." ac
knowledges Steven Sanders, a
financial consultant and
spokesperson for Citibank.
"They think they don't have
enough money, or control, for
it to matter. But in a way, the

less money you have, the time.
more important it becomes to
Organize your financial
manage it well."
records for easy reference and
What can you do? Quite a tracking. Notify credit card
few things, actually, as shown companies or banks immedi
through a trick many use in ately if your cards are missing
college to help them remem or stolen.
ber important information.
Spend money only on items
"Just look at the word respon that you really need or want.
sible," says Sanders, for clues Increase your credit card pay
on how to better manage your ment above the minimum
financial situation."
amount due whenever possi
Realize your financial ble. Build a good credit histo
dreams by setting short term ry now- you'll need it upon
and long term goals. Establish graduation.
a budget to manage income,
Learn from your past mis
expenses and savings. Save takes when making future fi
money on a regular basis, nancial decisions. Educate
even if it's only a small yourself on financial matters
amount. Pay all your bills on through newspapers, maga

i

zines or advice from

Citibank e n c o u r
lege students to bcco
cially "responsib 't
viding them with mf
and resources to sm
manage money £» od
the quality of th^it
life both n o w a n d i
ture. For m o r e infc
please call l-800-<3<39rt
Citibank is
group, the worled s m
al financial services:
tion. Today Citigrou
over 100 million cu<
including consume
nesses, governmenl
nancial institution:
countries and terri tci

PRSSA is out to make a difference at Pacific
BYRON BOCAARD

different projects. Currently
PRSSA is assisting the UOP
Athletic Department in raising
PRSSA, Public Relations the number of students in at
Student Society of America, is a tendance at all home events,
nationally affiliated student- mainly women's volleyball.
run organization which aids
The #1 ranked Tigers play
students in getting profession last years national champions,
al experi
Long Beach
ence and PRSSA has also helped State on Sat
provides
to promote the 1999 urday at 2:00
them the
Career Fair, organ do p.m. With
opportuni
the help of
ty to devel nation awareness and PRSSA and
op profes
helped organize the student par
sional
ticipation,
1998 Fall Festival.
contacts, it
the team is
teaches
hoping for
them the basics in real world record numbers supporting
public relations.
them in this big game against
In recent times, The Univer Long Beach.
sity of the Pacific chapter of
PRSSA has also helped to
PRSSA has undertaken many promote the 1999 Career Fair,
Staff Writer

organ donation awareness and
helped organize the 1998 Fall
Festival.
The organization also partic
ipates in the adopt a family
program during the holiday
season. "We feel that PRSSA is
not just an organization that fo
cuses on PR, but also tries to
give back to the school and the
community when possible,"
explains the President of
PRSSA, Kelson Warner.

SHARKS
NEW M STYLE PIZZA

»^rtr»»cifkawNti

us.
October 2nd

AUTHENTIC

2300 W.Alpine Ave. 462-6668
(1 Block From 1-5)

place to meet contac
profession and get int
for the future.
The club meets Thu
Knoles Hall, room
12:15p.m. Warner t
"We want and hop
everyone who is ma;
PR there getting a g o
rience for their futu n
also want anyone to ft
come and find out rru
it.

ASUOP Presents

SanJDSE

SAhDIWCHES • FRESH SALADS - SOUP
DMflffl-K

In the near future, members
of PRSSA will be attending Na
tional Convention in Anaheim,
CA. The convention, which is a
four day event, will focus on
many aspects of public rela
tions. With topics ranging from
sports and entertainment PR to
crisis management, National
Convention will give PRSSA
members the essentials they
need to prepare for real life ex
periences. It will also be a great

witii coupon
expires

5/31/00

Meet at 5:30pm,
Burns Tower

$12 per ticket
plus cost of food

Transportati
Provi<

Sign-up in the ASUOP office soon.
Space is limited!

A

OL WHITE
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@THEPACIFICAN.COM

hk Review

T h e

A&E

OR STAFF WRITER

le: Everything and a
e
thor: Ray Romano
blisher: Bantam Books
>es: 90 pages
ee: $6.50
ay book with an entire
iductory chapter on the
ch for the perfect font
ot be too difficult a read,
:h is why I chose Evcryand a Kite to review dur: week filled with exams
papers. Even/thing and a
is essentially stand-up
dy in a book (think DenVliller Rants, Bill Cosby
ntliood) and it is written

A C I F I C A N

The star of

EVERYBODY
LOVES
RAYMOND

verybody loves
aymond's book
SAY GRIMES

I
P

by Ray Romano, the star of
the popular television sitcom
"Everybody Loves Ray
mond."
Let me warn you - this is
not an "intellectual" book. It
is, however, HILARIOUS!
The book explores the come
dy of living life as a male
from childhood to the single
20s, to marriage, to parent
hood. Everything from the
man's point of view, every
thing from the comic point of
view, this book is filled with
just the sort of anecdotes that
make Romano's sitcom such
a hit.
While this book is definite
ly filled with "guy humor,"
it is a great read for women
too, particularly during his

makes you
iaugh about
single life,
married life,
and
parent life

Romano overcoming the Battle of the Blank Page
humor on couples. Still, this
debut effort from Romano is
ultimately a laugh-at-yourself (and everyone else) guide
for the guy's guy.
One of my favorite ex
cerpts, and one perhaps most
relevant to a college male, is
this introduction to Chapter 4

Single guy:
"People think living in
your parents' basement until
you're twenty-nine is lame.
But what they don't realize is
that while you're there you
save money on rent, food,
and dates. Wow, didI save
See Book Review, page 14

taurant Review

heap Chinese food close to campus
LY CACCIAPACLIA

~>r Staff Writer

k Inn Chinese
isine
2 Pacific Ave.
-4108
le In or To Go
nd ay-Saturday
00 a.m.- 9:00 p.m.
ised Sundays
stercard and Visa
epted
I walked into Wok Inn
aurant, their board of daiJecials caught my eye.
were lunch plates with
• choice of meat with rice
a selection of greenbeans,
lini squash or eggplant.1
se the chicken with zuci and my friend ordered
:hicken with green beans,
fore we ordered our
r plates, we had decided
he Combination Platter
in appetizer. This consist-

ed of 2 egg rolls, 2 crab rangoon, 2 sesame chicken and
fried vegetables for $4.25. It
was a good platter for variety
as well as providing an op
portunity for finding out
what youlike at Wok Inn.Ire
alized that next timeI order
appetizers at Wok Inn I'd like

It's just a "wok" away!

a plate of the crab rangoon
alone. These were definitely
my favorite. They are similar
to the Pan Pacific wontons at
Peking Restaurant. Crab ran
goon are deep fried triangles
filled mostly with cream
cheese and a little imitation
crab.Ilove them!

Wok Inn also offers a vari
ety of soups to start your
meal, such as egg flower
soup, seven different won ton
soups and more. Most soups
run around $4. My friend tells
me that the chicken noodle
soup in the wintertime is a
must.
Our lunch plates were very
filling even though it seemed
a little lighter than most Chi
nese food. (Perfect after the
fried appetizers!) It was very
flavorful and I would defi
nitely order it again, even
though there are so many oth
er options on their menu.
Most dishes range from
$4.00-$6.00. Wok Inn has sev
en combination plates for
lunch and take out. The prices
start at $2.95 for two pieces of
fried garlic chicken and bar
becued pork fried rice, to
$4.50 for an egg roll, one piece
of fried garlic chicken, barbe
cued pork chow mein and
See Restaurant, page 14
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Top Ten
Top Ten reasons
you didn't get a
job at the career
fair
10. The majority of
your portfolio was
your 1st grade finger
paintings
9. The "job" you
were looking for is
easier found on a
street corner
8. McDonald's
wasn't in attendance
7. Who needs a job?
I'm working at The
Pacifican for life!!!
6. Unfortunately,
drug-dealing is not a
recognized career
5. Already have
successful job orga
nizing tupperware
parties
4. Wearing your best
cut-off overalls with
no shirt didn't give
you the credibility you
thought it woula
3. This top-ten list is
the first you've heard
of a career fair at
UOP
2. The recruiter
noticed that you had
changed all of your
F's to A's on your
report card
1. Why search for a
job now when there's
still time to win the
lottery
Compiled by
Brad Franca

ARTS
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CD Review

Book Rey^x
Continued from^

Brits are back
with Blueland
LARA ZAMANSKY
Staff Writer

Let us all rock out with a
new group of talented guys
whose musical style was in
spired by British-influenced
rock groups. Together James
Spath, Skott Bennet, David
Hartig, Bobby Nelson and Jim
Lambert make up the new
rock/ pop band, "Blueland."
History began to write it
self for Blueland back in 1996
when they were ready to
come out with their first al
bum. The group signed with
PopMafia recording studio
which was just starting to
make a name for themselves
as well. Blueland began tour
ing in 1997 and then, just as
things were coming together
for these beginners, the lead
guitarist was unable to play.
The band had to stay out of
the limelight until their lead
guitarist recovered.
Two years later 1999, Blueland has returned. They are

now promot
ing their al
bum,
"American
Doubt." Hav
ing only been
together
since 1994,
these boys
have
defi
nitely been
through
ups
many
and downs,
but their end
product
doesn't seem
to be any One if by land, two if by sea...The British are back again!
thing out of
British bands like U2, The great, but the band's sound is
the ordinary.
Beatles and The Cure.
very generic and the vocal tal
Blueland has a basic under
A comment was written in ent needs work. The most vi
lying sound like that of any the Son Francisco Bay Guardian tal area that a band needs to
other group with the about the band saying, "Blue- be successful is the ability to
rock/pop background. You land has definetly emerged sing and carry a tune. The
may be able to compare Blue- from the pack of Brit-wanna- Blueland vocals just sound
land's sound with groups that be bands in the city, with like screaming in some parts
sound similiar to Oasis. Blue- songwriting that has a power of their songs. In others like
land likes to describe them all its own."
"Cafe Blue," the singing is
selves as having similar
Their songwriting certainly most pleasurable . The fate of
sound and quality to other has profound potential to be this quintet with roots
tracked back to an upstate
suburb in New York is in the
hands of their fans. This new
boy band may just be the next
"Oasis" or they could just be a
one-album wonder like "The
Refreshments" (remember
them?!"). Blueland is a band
you should check out if you
are curious about their music,
Sponsored By:
but if you are just sitting at
home, turn on MTV and en
joy the Music Awards instead.

M

SEPTEMBER 28TH
IN SACRAMENTO

RST 100 PEOPLE
ING THIS AD TO
PAdtHdAfj OFFICE,
Hand Hall on the 3rd Floor
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BEGINNING AT 12 NOON
TODAY RECEIVE A
FREE
PASS FOR TWO!
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K I N O S opens in theatres everywhere Friday, October 1st

wm

moneyey on ^
The line 'Heyy
say we go t° 5
then hang out inj
basement?' on
and your date are[
she really Iikes iio
It was hard to
place as a bach e r
mally when
woman over tc
ment, the first thinj
give her the grand
off all your cools
nicest thing i n my
the hot water he
I still tried I
sound impressive,
is where it all h a pp
one takes a sh<
house, they got tc;
me.'
Me have no se>:
Enticed yet? C
copy today.
Just
warning: don't re
public place a l o n want your l a u c
stares.

Restaurant

Continued from c.
barbecued pork :
When I ate at
was in a hurn
know and their very fast— I was
1:30 and was on t i r
to my 2:00 class
pressive. Wok I:
walking distanc.
campus, right ac
Smart Foods.
For fast servict
food at cheap price
to Wok Inn; you v. c
appointed.

WHERE DO
WANTTCI
I FORLUhCHTOr
A

#1 - ) \ 1-1 (-nil I Canal

#J - Stierwood Mall
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in-off
MANSKY

'itor

times I wonder
ne things actually
on television. For
I am watching
ie flipping through
s during commer
the 49ers kill the
i the last two min
ce some informa
rogram relating to
trails should be
on and what bugs
not be stepped on.
ly, when I looked at
annel it was, it was
San Joaquin or
iznit like that,
it to a party last
d and I stayed off
uence the entire
*s actually quite an
nee, interestingly
When you are
rd around enough
eople, the aura of
less seems to pened you almost feel
eryone else is feelt not entirely. Oh
s kind of droll, but
times when I feel
gh I am forced to
n a project or do
ng and when 1 put
~re than enough efridiculed for some
dbit of nonsense
no effect on the
whatsoever. But
r, I am not bitter,
needs to be more
an campus. I have
found that campus
seem to be bigger
re people have
. I think that there
o be more exciteith the students
arties are on campi te this new socohol policy. I tell
th this new policy,
ain't exactly hurtusiness, especially
thirsty Thursday
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Horoscopes

Aquarius

Pisces

(January 20 to February 18)
Reciprocity materializes in
your day-to-day life. People are
finally as eager to bestow gifts
upon you as they are to
receive them.

(February 19 to March 20)
Apply your attention to all the
mundane tasks and boring details
you would rather ignore. Procras
tination literally gets you
nowhere.

Gemini

Cancer

(May 21 to June 20)
A simple formula takes the
mystery out of several difficult
equations. It is all right to revel
in your new-found knowledge.

(June 21 to July 22)
Resist the temptation to run
away from a problem. You need to
be there in order for things to get
fixed, then life can resume its nor
mal, happy course.

Libra

Scorpio
(October 23 to November 21)
Your impetuous spirit may feel
somewhat weighed down by in
explicable forces. Authority fig
ures are impressed by this sudden
change in youi personality.

(September 231o October 22)
The checkbook balances with
remarkable ease this week, and
the house seems to clean itself.
You are able to handle any task
with a minimal stress.

Aries

Taurus

March (21 to April 19)
New avenues of learning have
opened up in front of you, but not
all of thorn are easy or comfort
able. Do not drag unwilling partic
ipants down with you.

(April 20 to May 20)
No matter how much you hate
it, put in some serious time at the
office, work bench, computer, etc.
Do whatever is necessary in order
to eliminate future headaches.

Leo

Virgo

(July 23 to August 22)
Words and ideas have a
powerful effect on you. Intellec
tual companions may appeal to
you on a more physical level.

(August 23 to September 22)
Strange sleeping and-waking
dreams make yon wonder at the
turmoil in your subconscious.
However, if you throw yourself
into your work, you will prevail.

Sagittarius

Capricorn

(November 22 to December 21)
Your unique abilities with
friends, family and the communi
ty are much in demand at this
time. Remember that every word
and deed has the power to help.

(December 22 January 19)
It is not enough to know the
truth right now. You must fig
ure out how to wield it before it
can protect you.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children
Vanessa offered David a
bribe if he would pretend to
accept her marriage to
Palmer. Dimitri came out of
his coma. Greenlee showed
Scott a video of them making
love.

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

Lucas and Sami go after
each other. Carrie takes steps
to make sure Sami doesn't
use her old tricks to snag
Austin. Bo fears Stefano's re
action to Hope's return.

Alexis told Jax she'd seen
Ned and Chloe kiss. Bobbie
caught Carly in Hannah's
room and threatened to call
the police. Luke tried to dis
suade Bobbie from marrying
Jerry.

The Young and
the Restless
Nikki tells Brad she has
feelings for him. Nikki won
ders why a travel agent
would call Victor about Ramona's trip. Megan warns
Tricia not to tell Ryan she got
pregnant without his knowl
edge.

TEAM LEGENDS!

"Model open daily

SCREENPRINTING

'Unique 1,2 & 3

fL'vf

bedrooms

I

EMBROIDERY
T-SHU.T5, HATS, TACKET5 MUQ5.
FINS,KEEl'CHAINS,&MI®.HI '

'Park - like selling
'Fireplaces

Best Valuef

'PoofSpa

Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive •(209) 957-6710

- BRING IN THIS AD AND
Nr" EEQEVE 5S OFF THE
" BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOC ATDH
liCf E. FREMONT. STOCKTON

Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian Cuisine.
856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-6128
Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10:00 pin
Closed Sunday

PREMIER
(209) 474-7470
1000 W. Robmhood Dr.
At Pacific
Live Practice Offer!'!

Bu
uy one Large Pizza at menu price
Get 2nd Large One Topping Pizza for $5.00

948-1SOO

Corner of
Miner & Wilson Way
(1429 E. Miner)
Stockton, CA • 95205
Ca. Lie.# 9754828

Dino luiRoza
Your Official Smog 2
Inspection & Repair Station

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
*
CERTIFIED DIAGNOSTICS
STATE: OE THE ART TECHNOLOGY

10% student discount on repairs with the mention of this ad

f
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V-Ball

Continued from page 18
know each other better.
The team spent their sum
mer on a European exhibition
tour where they faced the
Danish National Team and
various club teams from Den
mark and the Czech Republic.
They finished the tour with an
8-0 record, it was the first time
that the program has taken
such a trip.
Dunning was appointed in
terim director of athletics on
July 6,1999 by President Don
ald V. DeRosa when former di
rector Michael McNeely re
signed to work with the San
Diego Chargers.
"I'm trying to build a con
nection between the school
and the community," said
Dunning. "Our sporting
events bring in people from
the community which causes
a nice interaction between stu
dents and other members of

W

society.
As the athletics director,
Dunning oversees the activi
ties of all six-

"I have two beautiful
daughters Lisa and Lauren,
and a very patient and won
derful wife,

r» ie p,

Cross Country

Pacific fares well in F re
The Energizer Bunny has
nothing on this cross coun
try team.
The Pacific women's
cross country team ran to a
tenth place finish at the
35th annual Fresno State In
vitational Meet in Fresno
on Saturday, September 18.
Fresno State University
hosted the meet held in
Wood war k Park, Fresno.
The Tigers were led by
head coach Randy Hale.
Junior Cynthia Krieger
led the Pacific team, plac
ing 32nd with a time of
20:09 for the five kilometer
course.
Marlene Eggner took
52nd place for the day with

a time of 21: 1
Er,c
tran followed Lr*
er in 63rd jr»l£1<-Lci
the finish line y* 1 22:
Also running j
Tigers was junior
Lane who too L- s-n
with a time of 27;
sophomore Kin1 Br;
followed I nnc do
83rd place w i t li a i
27:43.
It was the worm
country team 's *hir
nament of the year,
will travel to Sea ttlc
ington to run i n tl
dodger Invito t i on;
on Saturday, Sep* ten
The Tigers' will t h«
to Stanford on CV:
for the Sta n to rd i:
al meet.

over Sacramento State. In the
history of the AVCA poll Pa
cific is tied for first in number
of weeks ranked (224), and is
tied for fifth with Long Beach
State in weeks ranked No. 1
(17).
Though the Tigers get to
stay home this week, they
have no easy task ahead of
them in taking on NevadaReno Thursday, and the de
spised Long Beach State 49ers
Saturday.
Both Nevada and Long
Beach captured the divisional
titles last season in the Big
West, arguably the nation's

top volleyball cor
Not to mention tlie
riding a 42 gam;
streak that c o v e r !
season and their 1
in which they went:
ed to become INCTA
al champions f o r
time.
Nevada come:
Spanos Center at
Thursday night b
Tigers face the Be.
day at 2 p.m. The Lc
match will follow ;
tailgate party / pep
starts at 1 p.m. on th
front of the Spanos C

THE PACIEICAN

^ml ^imi^ U(/^»» Dunning
wuld ^
With all of the timespent on any ordinary person crazy, but
his work responsibilities, it is Dunning has everything un
amazing that Dunning still der control.
manages to have a personal
"I do it all for the ex
life.
periences," said Dunning.

Pacific Athletics
Schedule

Women's Volleyball

Women's Volleyball

Pacific vs. Nevada

Pacific vs. Long

Thursday 9/23/99

Beach State

7 p.m. Spanos

Saturday 9/25/99

Center

2 p.m. Spanos
Center

Then vs. Now.

Continued from page 20
team is one of the top in the
country ... it's a real treat to
see them in action and be a
part of it."
With the fun and easy go
ing atmosphere of the Alum
nae match behind them, the
Tigers have to turn around
and get geared up for their
next battles in the war for the
championship. Pacific re
mained at the top of the USAToday/AVCA and Volley
ball Magazine polls for the
third week with their win

Field Hockey

Road trip brings three loss*

Men's Water Polo

Men's Water Polo

Pacific vs. UC Irvine

Pacific vs. UC Davis

Saturday 9/25/99

Sunday 9/26/99

THE PACIEICAN

12 p.m. Kjeldsen

12 p.m. Kjeldson

Pool

Pool

Any trucker can tell you that
life on the road is rough. After a
three loss tour of the South,
women's filed hockey would
soundly agree with the big
wheelers.
The women's field hockey
team fell to 0-6 overall on the
season with a 6-0 loss to No. 9
Wake Forest last Sunday. The
loss was their third out of three
games on their recent roadtrip
to Louisville, Kt.
The Deamon Deacons outshot the Tigers 34-6 while

Week of 9-23-99

For late breaking sports, check
out The Pacifican's web site at
www.thepacifican.com

Weekend Results
Louisville 2
Miami 4

Pacific 1
Pacific 0

sophomore goalkeeper Lisa
Beach recorded 17 saves for Pa
cific.
Last Thursday, Septemberl6, the Tigers weredefeated
by the host team Louisville at
Louisville 2-1 in sudden death
overtime despite outshooting
them 8-7. Tire Tigers would not
have reached overtime if it
weren't for senior Kristi Town-

ley's goal on an assist
low senior Ainree
with five seconds rem
regulation that sent t
into a 15-minute sue
period.
On Friday,SeptemH
cific was defeated b\ J
Louisville with the re I
The Hurricanes outl
Tigers 13-6 for the v. f
keeper Beach reco:|
saves for Pacific.
Field Hockey will1
ference opponent Strj
urday, September f
Alto.

23, 1999
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icific golf plays up to par
\ DAVIDSON

Editor

i'as a swing and a miss
acific who hosted their
tolf tournament for the
Iseason at The Reserve
lourse On Monday and
fay.
; Tigers had a good shot
• win as the first day on
lurse concluded Monday
, but fell behind to take
I place with struggling
on Tuesday. Oregon
University took first
land UC Irvine stole secfcaving Pacific tied with
|Beach State at third. Cal
! fourth and UC Davis
he 15 team tournament
fifth.
rific's leading golfer was
jmore Jason Highton

leer_

jnued from page 20

cal play was not enough
) us."
[rific picked up their
consecutive shutout
Another huge game from
lesi. Lucchesi was the
Icorer of the game with
lals in the first half. This
111 UOP needed to finish
rah and secure another
tific currently has a four
Ishut-out winning streak,
jig held the opponents
scoring since September

with a total score of 76 in the
final round and 219 for the
tournament and took sixth
place in the individual results.
"It hurts to know that I
could have won the tourna
ment," said Highton. "It was a
good experience though. Next
time, hey, 1 know what it
takes."
Following Highton was
rookie Troy McKinley with 76
for Tuesday and a total score
of 222. McKinley finished tied
for tenth with Irvine's Jeremy
Harrison. He is the only fresh
man on the Pacific traveling
team.
"I must admit, it's nice,"
said McKinley. "I just hope
that I can continue to help the
team down the road. Hopeful
ly I will have a smooth transi
tion between junior golf and

college golf."
Senior Florian Bruhns was
Pacific's third man with a total
score of 224 and ended tied for
eighteenth place.
"We had a good possibility
to pull something off," said
Bruhns. "It was disappoint
ing. I felt well, but I wasn't
dangerous. It was just one of
those days."
Senior Jason Preeo finished
with 228 for the two day tour
nament and fellow senior Wes
Widmer finished 234. They
did not place in the top 20. Pa
cific will travel to the Wolf
Pack Classic in Reno, Nevada
October 11 and 12.
"The team is very good.
The freshman are good, Jason
Highton is very good," said
Bruhns. "1 am looking for
ward to Nevada."

8. The defensive unit is com
municating well which is pay
ing off for Pacific.
"We are talking a lot on de
fense and it is helping us to
play better" said sophomore
Mariah Metras. "Communica
tion is very important!"
Senior goalkeeper Kim McCaskey was on top of her game
last weekend by recording sev
en saves and allowing no
goals. This gives McCaskey 24
career shutouts. She has now
played a consecutive 405 minutes and 42 seconds without
giving up a goal. This is the
seventh Pacific record Mc

Caskey has set as goalkeeper.
Both wins last weekend for
Pacific were Big West Confer
ence games. UOP has now im
proved to 5-2-0 overall and 2-0
in the Big West. Lucchesi was
named the Big West Player of
the Week.
"With these two wins, our
heads are up high with confi
dence" said McCaskey. "This is
a good start for the confer
ence."
Pacific is kicking off a fourgame road trip with a non-con
ference game Thursday, Sep
tember 23 at Weber State
University.
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Intramural Update
This week lias been excit with Scott "Olson and Jessica
ing in the Department of In- France as winners.
tramurals. In men's "A" flag
This past weekend we held
football, the Phi Delt frater the first annual sorority vol
nity is in first place with a 2-0 leyball challenge. Delta Gam
record. In Men's "13" AFC, the ma came out victorious in
Independent team looks this event with an undefeated
dominant with a 2-0 record. 4-0 record.
In the men's "B" NFC league,
Ehtries are open for singles
there is a first place tie be racquetball and doubles ten
tween 2 thumbs Up and nis and starting for basket
Kappa Psi. Women's Flag ball, racquetball, and sand
Football has been quite com volleyball events for the Tiger
petitive with Theta and Delta Ti p-Off Ton rnament. VolleyG tied for first with one win ball league entries for co-rec
each.
and 4 person are available in
For the outdoor scene, the the intramural office.
sand volleyball tournament
The main gvm w ill be open
concluded with Hanapahui the Friday nights (September
(Hawaii Club) clinching the 27, October 1,22, and 29) for
championship. The tennis any students who want to
singles championships ended play recreational volleyball.

Pacific StateBank
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

ret.

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altavilie
Columbia
Stockton

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Grov eland
Tracv

I Htp://ww\v.pacificstatebaiik.com
pacstatc@aol.com
\icific Tigers women's team looks to dominate this season, starting with their defense.

Memlrer
FDIC

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728

t=2
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SHOO
Tracy Chambers
Middle BlcKker, 6-3, Sr
Hacienda Heights, Ca

Outside Hit

Santn Ci

Dunning: The heart of the team
JESSICA LINDEVALD

Staff Writer

Tanja Dimitrijevic
Setter, 6-1, Sr
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Jennica Smith
Outside Hitter, 6-2, Sr
Forestville, Ca

John Dunning is preparing
his Tigers for a hat-trick.
The 1999 Pacific volleyball
n team is poised to dominate the
|season and possibly win the
H program's third NCAA na|tional championship. Dun|ning has led Pacific to NCCA
|national titles in 1985 and
3 1986, his first two years as
head coach at Pacific. Three
may just be his lucky number.
Dunning has coached
UOP's women's volleyball for
fourteen years. He was hon
ored as the 1985 Volleyball
Monthly National coach of the
year and has led women's vol
leyball to over 375 victories.
Overall, Dunning has near
ly twenty-five years experi
ence of coaching volleyball
under his belt/yet the most as
tonishing fact is that he, him
self, never played volleyball
Icompetitively.
1
"I was a golfer and a basketa ball player in high school and
junior college. Before I start
ed coaching volleyball, 1 had

never seen volleyball played
in person," said Dunning. "I
was coaching basketball at
Fremont High School in Sun
nyvale, CA when title nine
came about in the 1970's
which gave
women op
portunities
to compete
in sporting
events. The
school
needed a
women's
|
volleyball
coach, andI John Dunning
decided to give it a try."
Dunning researched volley
ball and found out that it was a
very logical sport, something
he could relate to as a former
math and economics major at
San Diego State. His logical
math and science background
came in handy when it came
to learning new plays and vol
leyball techniques. However,
Dunning thanks his mentors
above all else for his education
and success as a coach.
"I had a truly inspirational
mentor, Terry Liskevych (for

mer Pacific head coach), who
retired from UOP to take over
the Olympic U.S. National
Team," said Dunning. "An
other one of my close friends,
Roger Edwards, helped me
with coaching volleyball as
well."
What Dunning likes the
most about coaching women's
volleyball is the commitment
and passion the women have
for their sport. Dunning also
likes the fact that volleyball is
a non-combative sport so that
the team focuses more on im
proving their own skill rather
than beating up the other
team.
"John's coaching style is ad
mirable. In a game, he'll call a
time out to talk with a girl and
there is absolutely no yelling
or anger involved, just talk,"
said Dr. Robert Dash, a friend
of Dunning's.
The traveling aspect of be
ing a coach is "definitely not a
vacation" but one positive
side is the fact that Dunning
and his players get to spend
time together, and really get to

See V-Ballpage 16

Danie 1It
OH / \1B
Arnoi

Sara Bro
Middle Block
San lose

J
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^pter Polo

k

SC tournament proves successful for Pacific Polo
I PACIFICAN

ater polo is prepared to
t their home season after
ating several top ranked
nents in last weekend's
nament.
he men's water polo team
ipleted a very successful
1 trip by winning three of
r four games to take fifthIe at the Southern CaliforVlen's Water Polo Tourna-

ter,
^ n Saturda3', the day began
la 6-5 win over UC Santa
>ara. The Gauchos entered

leline

^tinued from page 20
94 and has finished their
an as C.I.F champions in
; of the last five years. Ba
lly thisis the De La Lloya vs.
jidad of high school foot|It will be fantastic and the
sst thing Stagg Stadium
|see to football for a while,
alo Sport
Sen's water polo is another

ranked fifthin the nation, four
places higher than Pacific but
left with a loss. Junior Chris
Lund led the team with three
goals, including the go-ahead
goal with 1:41 left in the fourth
quarter. Senior Goalie Jeff
Johnson recorded nine saves
in the victory.
One of Pacific's biggest
wins last year was an upset
victory over top-ranked and
eventual national champion
USC. The result would not be
the same this year as USC ex
acted a measure of revenge
with a 12-3 victory. Lund once
Pacific team that is excelling
this season. They are working
up the national rankings with
three big wins at the SoCal
tournament last weekend to
defeat No. 4,5, and 8.1can't re
ally condone violence, but if
you are into watching guys,
with only their ears protected,
try to drown/ maim/ kill each
other to get to the goal this
would be the sport for you.
Watch the massacre in action

\The Sideline Contrast

J

Pacific vs. Long Beach

Wgers

49ers

*\9ers camp

Surf camp

\rivate schooi
|he Sideline
' time champs

State School
Dr. Dan's
Diamond Dust
3 time champs

Isa Stegemann Misty May (oh,
md crew
wait she graduated)
panos Center

The Pyramid

BA

500 fans coming by
bus

ep Band

500 people who
spent 6 hours on a
bus

lo.T

No. 4

SoCal Invitational
Results
Pacific 6, UC Santa
Barbara 5
USC 12, Pacific 3
Pacific 7 Cal 5
Pacific 6, Pepperdine 5
again led Pacific with two
goals and senior Gabe Esposto
chipped in with a goal of his
own.
Sunday started with a 7-5
this weekend when they will
face Irvine and Davis at home.
Clay Court Champs
As if Pacific needed another
sport toboast about, the tennis
program has sent two players,
Dietrich Haug and freshman
Anouk Sinnige, to the qualify
ing rounds of theprestigious T.
Row Price National Clay Court
Championships. Haug is still
advancing in the rounds. Will
the winningever stop?Ihope
not, all this success is making
my job really fun.
Killer Weekend
Women's volleyball is facing
top ranking teams this week
end as they kick-off their regu
lar season with their best start
since 1991. Women's volleyball
(9-0) is holding on strong to
their No. 1ranking for the third
week as they face themuch de
spised rival Long Beach this
Saturday. Personally,Ihate the
Beach.Ihate their arrogance,
aggressive style and winning
record. The only thing I like
about the 49ers is how nice it is
to see them lose.
Pre-game show
The pacific athletic spirit pro
gram is hosting tailgate festivi
ties for the Long Beach match
starting at 1p.m. on the lawn
in front of Spanos Center. Ja
son De'ak should be com
mended for his phenomenal
support of Pacific athletics. Stu
dents with ID cards can winbig
prizes for enthusiasm, costume
and general pandemonium
while being entertained by pep
talks from the coach, a live
band, cheerleaders and, of
course, there willbe free pizza.

defeat of No. 4 Cal with a twopointer by senior Andrew Tri
with three seconds remaining.
Goalkeeper Johnson recorded
fourteen saves to aid the win.
Junior Sergei Bushev, Espos
to, Noway and freshman Soro
Salerno each scored one goal to
defeat the Golden Bears. The
victory was Pacific's first over
Cal in three years.
Later that day Pacific
wrapped up their successful
tournament run with a 6-5 win
in the fifth-place game over
No. 6 Pepperdine. Senior
goalkeeper Luke Ratto had

eight saves, Esposto finished
with two goals while Lund, se
nior Pat Donlin, Bushuev, and
Salerno tallied one apiece.
Pepperdine led 4-3 until Don
lin scored the tying goal with
4:23 remaining in the fourth
quarter and Bushuev put them
ahead two minutes later.
This was Pacific's best finish
in ten years of participating in
the USC hosted Southern Cal
ifornia tournament. Lund, the
teams leading scorer for the
season, was named to the alltournament second team for
his contribution.

Undergraduate - Graduate
Credential Programs
"Can't get the
Class you
„ »
//

lr

• Accelerated 9 Week
Terms
• Weekend & Evening
Classes
• Small Class Size
• Financial Aid
Available
• WASC Accredited

www.chapman.edu

SBCHAPMAN
^UNIVERSITY

3600 Sisk Road, Suite 5A • Modesto (209)545-1234
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Women's soccer continues dominan <
DANNY NUSS
Staff Writer

EMILY DAVIDSON
Sports Editor

1

Don't Call it a Comeback
The Pacific women's soccer
team has been here for years.
The program now leads the Big
West Conference and has not
given up a point since Septem
ber 8. Their field personality
has blossomed by leaps and
bounds since the season began,
going as far as to have Jamee
Lucchesi named the Big West
player of the week on Monday.
Speaking of leaps and bounds,
K.J. Nishikawa displayed some
serious footwork jumping
around and over a very physi
cal Utah State last Sunday after
noon. It was like watching a
5'6" Barry Sanders. I love Pacif
ic soccer, the seniors are playing
well, the freshmen are playing
well, the fans are out there
watching, who could ask for
more?
Get it while you can
Since the University of the
Pacific seems determined to re
main football free, fans are go
ing to have to find alternate
means to get their pigskin fix
for the fall. Fortunately, Stagg
Stadium will host the end all be
all grudge match for high
school football when De La
Salle and Mater Dei face off this
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. De La
Salle holds the longest winning
streak in the nation, having
won 88 games in a row and was
named the 1998-99 national
champions by USA Today.
Mater Dei took the national title
See Sideline, page 19

Pacific continued excellent
play last weekend by winning
both of their games with ease
at Stagg Memorial Stadium.
The lady kickers rolled to vic
tory without much of a chal
lenge from either Long Beach
State and Utah State.
"Right now there is nobody
out there better than us" said
senior Jamee Lucchesi. "We are
ready for the Big West."
On Friday night, Pacific con
trolled the entire game which
was led to an unfortunate loss
for Long Beach.
The star of the game for Pa
cific was Lucchesi who made it
look easy while scoring two
goals for UOP in the face-off.
Lucchesi nearly scored her
third goal of the day off a
penalty kick late in the game.
Long Beach State goalie Jihan
Elgazzar was able to block the
shot but K.J. Nishikawa (Kaneohe, Flawaii) powered the

ball directly back into the net
off the deflection. The goal was
Nishikawa's first of the season
and it gave Pacific a (3-0) lead.
Freshman Becky Moffitt
then jumped in to the action
and recorded her third goal of
the season with an assist from
junior Vanessa Brumer with
under three minutes left on the
clock.
"The hard practices are pay
ing off for us" said Brumer.
"We have a very good team
this year and all of us are on
the same level. We are working
very well together."
There were nearly 500 peo
ple in attendance, the majority
being Pacific students.
"Any time people are here
to cheer us on it helps" said
head coach Keith Coleman, "It
is like having a 12th man. The
more fan support we have, the
more rewarding the game is."
Pacific returned to action on
Sunday afternoon against
Utah State with hopes of an
other victory. Utah State was

Tara Parker makes her move to squarely kick the h
ready to fight for the win and
they showed up with a strate
gy consisting mainly of physi
cal force. Utah received sever
al scoldings from the referees
and a yellow card for their ag
gression. Even though Utah

played very physic
not enough to k.
down.
"They were \ze?r\
but it only pumpe
more" said Nishikci v.
See Soccet

Pacific tigers face off in alumnae gam
JOSH MONTERO
Senior Staff Writer

From the shadowy depths
of the Spanos Center, the
ghosts of seasons past re
turned to haunt the women's
volleyball team last weekend.
Though not very frightening,
the assembly of previous
players were in town to do
battle with the Tigers in Pacif
ic's annual alumnae match.
In what has traditionally
been much more than just an
other "old timer's game" the
PowerCat era Tigers dis
posed of the Tommy era
Tigers, but needed a full five
games to make it happen (156, 13-15, 15-5,13-15, 15-10).
It's no secret that more talent
can be found among the cur
rent Tiger team than at a Rip

ken family re
was also in at
union, but the
tendance.
visiting alum
Unlike
nae were not
New Coke or
too shabby.
Crystal Pepsi,
Among
this
new
them,
was
squad
of
current
Tigers proved
Tigers' associ
to be just too
ate
head
s much for their
coach Jayne
folder predeGibsonlcessor. To the
^surprise of no
McFlugh
(1978-81) and Our numero uno Tigers!
one, Senior
Heather
outside hitter
Schoeny-Cox (1988-91) who Elsa Stegemann recorded a
did the commentary for the match-high 17 kills and
Tigers' win at the State Farm added a team-high 16 digs.
Volleyball Classic for ESPN2. Fellow seniors Jennica Smitli
Teri McGrath-Keltner (1984- and Tracy Chambers added
87) was a part of Pacific's 13 and 11 kills, respectively,
1985 and 1986 NCAA nation- for the 1999 Tigers. Cham
al championship teams. Re bers' 11 kills came with just
cent Tiger Jensen (1995-97) one error in 19 total attempts,

giving her a solid .32
percentage. In nil
Tigers tallied fix e
kills on the evenin
five collected five .
digs in the match.
The reunion squad
by Jensen's team-hi gh
and match-high 18 d
Grath-Keltner and Sc
Cox added 12 kills an
the
alumnae.
G
McHugh recorded fi
and match-highs o?
blocks with four serv:
Pacific edged over th
nae in hitting perc
(.302-.172), service a
9), and blocks (13-12
just short in digs (75T
Said 1988-91 Tige
ny-Cox, "John [Du
suclr a great coach.
See Then vs. Now

